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F E B R U A R Y 21, 1916
SEND NOTICES OP ADDRESS CHANGES ETC TO
HARRISBURG, PA., NOT GRANTHAM.

HOMES

AT GRANTHAM.

W e have repeatedly been asked toy brethren who considered moving to Grantham to give their children an opportunity to attend the Messiah Bible School,
and others whose families are grown np and scattered and who wonld lik:e to toe
in closer tonch with the religions activities at Grantham, whether good homes
conld be secnred.
In answer to these questions we take the liberty to announce that several good
substantial homes, as well as vacant lots, are for sale, principally among them
being the newly developed home of Elder S. B. Stoner, who lately hot and moved
on a farm nearby.
The home consists of a large concrete-block house on solid concrete foundation, with toilet, hot and cold water, electric lights, a concrete cistern with a
filter plant, gravity water supplied from Grantham Reservoir, a large commodious stable, pig-stye and chicken house, and one acre of ground, located about
one-fourth of a mile from the School, and a few hundred feet from the Messiah Orphanage; less than one-half mile from either railroad station, store, Bank,
Preserving and Macaroni Factories, Feed Warehouse, coal-yard, etc., all connected
with cinder and paved walks.
Improvements are all modern
an ideal home
with a fine view and surroundings.
For further information address
S. B. STONER,
Grantham, Pa.

THOSE INTERESTED IN MEN'S

PLAIN CLOTHING
WILL PROFIT BY VISITING US OR WRITING US
BEFORE PURCHASING.
WE SELL READY TO WEAR
and
MADE TO ORDER

PLAIN SUITS, OVERCOATS and TROUSERS.
WE MAKE THEM OURSELVES—HAVE BEEN DOING SO FOR
YEARS— WE KNOW HOW.
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~~
THE FOLLY of FASHION SLAVERY.

RELIGIOUS JOURNAL
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"Bondage to love" which is the high- to act as the Bible says a child of
est form of freedom.
A lady writ- God, or saint, should act, and it was
ing in an exchange says she at one not so easy to adjust her habits to
time cared little for the teachings this new kingdom.
She kept forof the Bible. She had the idea that getting that she was escaped from
teaching or preaching was simply n bondage.
She found that studying
matter of this or that man's opinion, the Bible meditation and prayer was
She had no idea that were she to conducive to rapid growth.
She
conform to the principles and teach- was interested to know what it
ing of the Bible the habits of her life meant to be a saint according to the
would be transformed.
She deter- Bible.
She did not find very much
mined to follow her own opinion even in the Scriptures that applied directtho' it might prove not to be as good ly to dress, but did find the secret
as somebody else's.
While she was of the daily habits of a saint.
Ain that state of mind she was en- mong the texts that helped her to
gaged as cashier in a store, and one get settled in the fundamental prinday some customers that came in at- ciples of how to increase in godliness
tracted her attention.
Their man- were these; Rom. 12: 1, 2; Gal. 6:
ner was quiet and their dress was 14; Jam. 1: 27; 4: 4, 10; I John 2:
simple.
This made an impression 15; I Pet. 3: 3-5; I Tim. 2: 9, 10. As
on her.
She long remembered that soon as she truly received these
their countenance shone with purity, scriptures she experienced such an
When she made inquiry of some one increase in godliness that all bondas to who they were she was told age to fancy dressing or other selthat they were some "holiness peo- fish vanities were crowded out. She
pie."
From that time on she al- found that she was learning not so
Avays respected "holiness people," much how to dress, as how to spend
altho' she did not know nor cave her time in a service of love to the
what they taught or believed. She world in a way that saved her from
herself was under the bondage of much loss of valuable time and taste
fashion and envied them in a hope- for vain frivolity.
She chose her
less way for their freedom from that style of dress with an eye single to
enslavement. A few years later she God's glory..
Heavenliness supherself became a child of God. She plants worldliness—its lusts pleahad determined to keep herself free sures, riches, honors.
When she
from any creeds or precepts that compared the life of the apostles
were impracticable or whose instruc- with present day life she fancied
tions could not be obeyed.
In her Peter saying to his wife, "I notice
new endeavor to live the Christian when one is absorbed in serving God.
life she soon found herself associat- he has not much inclination to adorn
ed with "holiness folk" and learned himself with the passing fancier,
through them that she had much to fads and fashions that come and go.
learn and much to unlearn if she I would prefer your simple dress awould follow in the Bible way. One domed with a beautiful character,
of the first things she learned was You know Sarah and the holy wothat she was now a child of God—a men of old adorned themselves with
saint.
She became convinced that good works and Christian graces."
these people expected her to begin Paul wrote to Timothy instructing
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him to tell the women to dress modestly.
She noticed too that all along in this dispensation of grace
there have been many saints.
She
read a book whose author had died
over half a century ago, and found
that what he wrote was of the same
kind as that of the apostles.
He
wrote that it is always the case that
Christians sooner or later lay aside
thoughts of self and become full of
consideration for others; they dress
and live in simple healthful ways;
they renounce self-indulgent habits
and surrender all purely selfish gratifications . . . . God's glory and
the welfare of His creatures become
the absorbing delight of the soul. .
. . . Year after year they become
more unworldly, more serene, more
heavenly minded, more transformed,
more like Christ until even their
faces express so much of the beautiful divine life that all who look at
them cannot but take knowledge of
them that they live with Jesus. "In
her closing paragraph she says, "I
do not want to infer that plainess
of dress makes people spiritual.
I
have observed that it does not. Yet
how natural that we should expect to
find this plainness among those who
serve God from day to day. Spirituality also makes serene countenances just as it makes plain dress
and simplifies our habits on all other
lines."
In view of present day conditions
on the line of vice and immorality
which it is conceded are increasing
alarmingly we pass to our readers
the following pronouncements as we
found them in our exchanges, the
first is entitled "Lewd Dressing" and
is by the editor of The Christian
Workers Magazine Dr. James M.
Gray.
"If we call attention in this

February 21, 1916.

way to recent revelations about the
vice baby farm in Baltimore, it is
not to sneer at that city as tho' we
were cleaner and more virtuous than
they.
As a matter of fact all our
large cities are doubtless on the
same level of morality, and so far as
recent outbreaks are concerned, we
are inclined to place no small share
of the responsibility on the way our
young women have come to dress.
If they insist on going to their shops
and factories, and stores and offices
arrayed in clothes short at both
ends, and skimpy in the middle, they
may expect to attract the attention
of ungodly men and to inflame their
passion to direful results.
There
was a time when mothers might be
appealed to on behalf of better
things for their daughters, but nowa-days such questions of morality
seem to be dealt with by organized
societies. Is there not here a broad
field for our women's club?
Why
do they not undertake a campaign
for modest dressing themselves setting an example of potency?
We
venture to say that if a radical reform is not brought about in this
matter, and speedily, our country
has to hear of a carnival of vice
which will make our ears tingle beyond anything we have yet known.
"And the end is not yet.
What
of the physical consequences of going through the streets half clad in
this wintry weather?
What about
undermining the health of this generation? What about the weakness
of the children born of them ? Has
the medical profession no voice to
raise about it?"
The following sentence is from
The Vanguard and is also worthy
our attention:
"The prevailing style of dress, the
rise of the automobile, the public

February 21, 1916.
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dance hall, the moving picture show,
and more than all the neglect of parents in the home life are all given as
modern causes of the ever-increasing immorality and prostitution."
NEW HYMN BOOK NOTICE.

5

Stern, assisted by Elders B. F. Long
and Asa Climenhaga, ordained Bro.
Miller to his office. May God bless
the brother and make him useful in
the office conferred upon him.

Some, quite a number, of the Visitor friends and patrons, when send__The New Spiritual Hymns, Breth- ing their renewals, take time to pen
ren in Christ, Revised Edition, are a few words of cheerful appreciation
now ready for distribution.
The of the editor's efforts in the work
prices are Limp Linen Binding, 15t' of sending the paper forth.
We
per single copy, 50 or over,
per thank all such who have said the
copy; Board, Cloth Covered Binding, kindly words: it brings cheer and
Gilt Letters on Cover, Red Edge, S5(- courage to the heart. We are anxsingle copy, 50 or over, 30^ per copy; ious that each number of the paper
Black Morocco Leather Binding go forth laden with messages that
Round Comers, Gilt Edge, Gilt will be helpful to all its readers in
Letters on front cover, $1.25 per copy, the matter of salvation and service
postage or carrying charges extra.
May God's blessing rest on all of
The book is especially compiled for His children.
Sunday School, Prayermeeting and
Protracted services, with a large number of the selections from the original
We here give a word to those who
edition.
The book is quite conveni- are slow in renewing their subscripent for carrying in the pocket, and tion.
The present issue is the last
makes a nice appearance. Orders for one in February. Only two months
the Western Districts can be filled by remain of the present conference
Elder M. L. Hoffman, Abilene, Kans., year. Now if every single subscribor Bishop J. R. Zook, Des Moines, la. er will feel it his duty to pay up and
For Eastern and Middle Districts, put his or her credit on ahead before
S. R. Smith, Grantham, Pa.
the end of April our report will be
much more satisfactory than when
A love feast is announced for Me- there are from one hundred to three
chanicsburg, Pa., on June 1 and 2. hundred who have not paid up. We
This is the first announcement of the are not asking any one to pay two,
Spring love feasts.
Time passes or more, years in advance, but we
do ask every one to keep his credit
quickly.
on ahead.
If any one's credit is
10-15 (Oct. 1915,) or 1-16 (Jam
1916) or any other date that does
ORDINATION SERVICE.
not reach beyond 4-16 (April 1916)
The class worshiping at Cedar or 5-16 (May 1916) we would kindly
Springs, Pa., elected Bro. Elmer Mil- urge all such to renew without deler to the deaconship, a short time lay. It is no credit to any brother
ago.
Ordination services were held or sister, to continue to receive the
on Dec. 19, 1915, when bishop Isaac paper when the credit has expired,
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and it is not intended to renew it. yet unsaved may be speedily brought
Some members of the church seem- to repentance and faith and be gathingly mean to meet the judgment as ered into the fold.
delinquents.
A communication from Mowersville under date of Jan. 28, from two
of the brethren there gave an account of the inspiring meetings held
there by Eld. Shoalts.
But as it
didn't get into our hand until Feb.
13, it failed to appear in our last
issue as it should have. The meetings continued for nearly four weeks
with a good interest and attendance.
Bro. Shoalts' ministry was owned
and blessed of the Lord to the benefit
of the community.
There was a
gracious awakening not only in the
class of the Brethren in that district
but was felt among other persuasions.
Meetings were held nightly
at the church and in the homes of
the people afternoons. About thirty
persons received special help.
As
one brother writes," there was a shaking together of the dry bones and
some came to life and flesh came on
"We are continuing to offer the them."
Bro. Shoalts' messages on
$7.50 India Paper, Combination the line of holiness were effective
Teacher's Bible for $4.50; and we and much appreciated.
add this special offer in addition:
every purchaser of one of the Bibles
can get one of Sr. Davidson's books
The following note comes from our
for one dollar.
That is, the Bible Mt. Joy, Correspondent.
and one of the books for $5.50.
Bro. Shoalts is conducting a series
of meeting at Cross Roads.
It
started on Feb. 6.
The interest is
Special meetings are continuing
manifest.
All intei-ested in the
in several of the districts in Eastern
conversion of souls pray for the
Pennsylvania.
Eld. D. W. Brehm
meeting that the Holy Spirit may acof Hummelstown, conducted a two
complish His work perfect by sinweeks meeting at Antrim M. H. ners breaking through to victory.
Franklin Co., beginning on the 6th.
inst.
On the same date Eld. L.
Shoalts of Canada commenced a
The question we ventured to ask
series of meetings at Cross Roads in these notes in the Jan. 24, issue,
M. H. Florin, Pa.,
Every saved involving Salvation and Sanctificaperson is anxious that those who are tion resulted in stirring up a few
Elder W. J. Myers of Massillon,
Ohio, has had a busy winter of it in
the evangelistic field. After conducting four meetings in Kansas in
the early part of the winter he conducted a meeting at Garrett, Ind,,
after which he assisted in a series
of meetings conducted by Eld.
Frank
Brechbill
in
his
home district and subsequently
would labor for some time in Michigan at Carland and Merrill. By the
time he will be through with these
it will be spring.
In a letter Bro.
Myers says God gave them a few
souls in each meeting but it was hard
work, and that there seems to be a
great indifference on the part of the
sinner and some of the same spirit
on the part of some in the church.
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correspondents to discuss the question.
Two
brethren
have
sent in papers. If there are others
who feel to take a part it would be
well to forward same at once, as all
should go into one issue.
We expect to publish them in our next
or the following number.
Word received just as we go to
press from the missionaries on the
way to India informs us that they
reached Hong Kong, China, safely on
Dec. 21, and expected to sail from
there on Jan 11, and if prospered on
the voyage would reach Calcutta Jan.
25, or 26. They were well and cheerful.
Letter will appear in next issue.
MOTHERHOOD A BLESSING.

In the St. Louis Vanguard there
appeared recently a letter written by
Mrs Bessie Ashton, a missionary to
India, to her father, C. W. Sherman
the Vanguard editor.
Some of the
things this daughter writes we feel
like passing on to our readers because of the refreshing picture it
gives of cheerful happy motherhood.
Not all women, not all mothers, feel
towards motherhood like Mrs. Ashton, more's the pity: what a change
it would make in the world among
Christian people if motherhood
would be looked upon like this letter
reveals.
In her first paragraph
Mrs. Ashton reveals the fact that
she is a very busy little woman, and
this as a natural condition for she
says that in speaking of it to others
she says it appears to her she was
born busy and if she were exiled to
the North Pole she would find some
gracious and inspiring enterprise to
keep her head, hands and heart busy

7

well employed all the time.
The
second paragraph expresses her
thankfulness and praise to God for
His much goodness and many blessings vouchsafed to her and her family.
The next several paragraphs
we give here in full because only so
can they be fully understood.
"What did you think, Papa, when
you heard we had another sweet,
lovely baby boy in our family ? Perhaps you laughed, with the tea»-s
rolling down your face, as you generally laugh when you see the dear
babies, and perhaps you did not; at
any rate, I think you would feel
quite "rejuvenated" and congratulated as well, if you could see your
youngest grandson now.
He is a
fine specimen of both happiness and
health, and is like a little bubbling
fountain of sunshine and joy.
He
was the largest of all the Ashton
babies, weighing nine pounds when
he was born, and has averaged a
pound a month ever since that event,
and really, Papa, now wjth our dear
little family of six, I feel as though
I was one of the happiest and most
honored women in the whole wide
world.
I do not think our gracious
queen Mary of Great Britain has any
more appreciation of her realm than
I have of mine; although, be it said
to her honor, she is also the mother
of six.
Sometimes I just sit down
with my thoughts awhile and wonder how and why it is the Lord has
been so good to me and filled my life
with such blessings and happiness,
and wonder if I am really that same
Bessie Sherman—that little scrap of
humanity that was given that name.
One thing I can say, through ail
these years I do not remember that
my heart has once wavered in its
puipose of love' and fidelity to the
Lord, although I am only a wea'i
mortal saved by the Lord's grace.
"You know. Papa, according to my
thought a^d idea, motherhood is the
most divine and most wondrous
work God or angels could have given
to a mortal.
I do not undei-stand,.
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nor can I enter in any degree into
the sentiments of those who consider motherhood somewhere halfway
between a shame and a crime.
A
noble, talented woman, who is a very
dear friend of mine, in writing to me
lately was mentioning about our
children and said, 'Your work is the
highest glory God could give to a
woman.'
This I consider thoroughly true.
Those who have the
heart of a true mother can understand the remarks of that noble woman, Mrs. Catherine Booth Clibborn,
in her lecture on "Motherhood,"
when she said, 'You miss the sweetest in life if you do not have a child.'
Bishop Quayle says, 'Every cradle
is an eternity come to town. To be
in love with the Babe of Bethlehem
makes us in love with every baby
everywhere.'
I think C. Newell
Love joy must have lived on a high
and comprehensive pinnacle of
thought when he penned the following lines:

soorie where I was when Evalene
was born.
This time I went up about ten days before the event, and
had a very quiet time of rest. The
lady in charge was a Roman Catholic, but not bigoted, and with a waim
heart that appreciates 'things that
are good.'
At no time did I approach the subject of religion with
her, neither did I open any conversation on that line; but it was rather a remarkable thing how day after
day she would come into my room
and of her own accord would begin
on the subject, and almost every
night during the entire period I was
in her Home, she would come into
my room and kneel down and ask
me to pray, and later began praying
herself.
She wanted me to pray
that God would make her a true
Christian and save her from her besetting sins. I saw a decided change
in her and in the atmosphere generally of the Home, and one day she
said, 'Mrs. Ashton, I cannot tell you
what a change has come over me and
'God sought to give the sweetest into my life. I do not seem like the
same person.
I am just so happy
thing
and filled with joy.
I believe I am
In His almighty power
really converted.' Often when talkTo earth; and deeply pondering
ing the tears would run down her
What it should be—one hour
big, motherly face.
She gave me
such splendid care.
I do not think
In fondest joy and love of heart
anywhere in the world I was ever
Outweighing every other,
He moved the gates of Heaven apart treated with more respect than in
that Home."
And gave to earth—a mother!'
All this, of course, includes a true,
noble, loving fatherhood.
To be
married to the heartless animals
that some men are would make
motherhood a nightmare.
How
thoughtful and unselfish my husband has been—a true "nobleman,"
never seeming to forget an item tha'c
would add to my comfort."
Another paragraph is of a different nature but possesses an equal interest only on a diferent line, so we
give it too.
"I must tell you a few little incidents that happened about the time
the dear little son, Willett Watts
Ashton, was bom. I went up to the
same Maternity Home here in Mus-

THE TENTH IS THE LORD'S.
One-tenth of ripening grain.
One-tenth of tree and vine,
One-tenth of all the yield
From ten-tenths rain and shine.
One-tenth of lowing herds,
That browse on hill and plain:
One-tenth of bleating flocks,
For ten-tenths sun and rain.
One tenth of all increase
From counting room and mart:
One-tenth that science yields,
One-tenth of every part.
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Then she induced Adam to sin also.
The importance is here shown of
using our influence in leading people
A GLIMPSE INTO THE BIBLE.
right. God talks to people when they
go into sin, for He loves the sinner
B> I S A I A H
BASEHORE.
but not his sins. When Adam and
1. Let us look at the condition of Eve had sinned God walked in the
the human family Isa. 53: 6: "All we garden in the cool, and His voice was
like sheep have gone astray: we heard, "Adam, where art thou?" "I
have turned every one to his ownheard thy voice but was afraid."
way; and the Lord has laid on himWhy ?
Ah! Adam knew he had
the iniquity of us all."
transgressed God's law, he had sinThus does the prophet describe ned, and sin is the transgression of
the condition of the children of men. the law. So we see sin brings fear,
And as we look into this passage of and fear is driving people away from
scripture we readily notice that no God, unless it is godly fear, that
one is excluded: All we—that means causes repentance. Second, we will
every one.
One cannot say to the look at Cain, How he sinned, and
other, That does not mean me. for ail how God spoke to him concerning his
And Cain, on top
of us have gone astray, and taken brother, Abel.
our own way. We went out into sin of his sin, tells an untruth by sayand sinful ways, and He took our ing, "I know not, Am I my brother's
keeper?" How many are acting the
sins upon Himself, (Isa. 53: 4).
May we, for a few moments take a same today, and sad to say, many
look at the sins of some of the men professing to belong to the family
When testing times come
and women of the Bible.
First we of God.
men
will
back
down and deny, the
will look at Adam and Eve. How
things
that
are
facing them. Ah! we
beautifully God had arranged everycan
hide
things
from men but not
thing for them, and then how sad
from
God,
His
cry
comes, "What
that Eve allowed the serpent (sin)
hast
thou
done?"
The
voice of thy
to beguile her and lead her into sin.
sins are crying from thy fellowmen's
lips, and can we, as children of God,
One-tenth of loom and press.
go
on and thus try to cover over our
One-tenth of mill and mine,
sins and wrong doings? Nay verily,
One-tenth of every craft.
by so doing we only get deeper into
Wrought out by gifts of thine.
sin. The only safe way is to come
One-tenth of glowing words
out openly and confess our sins, (I
That glowing guineas hold;
Jno. 1:9) and ask God to pardon us
One-tenth of written thoughts
by
His grace, and put our sins
That turns to shining gold.
under the Blood.
Praise His dear
name for the Blood!
One-tenth! and dost thou. Lord.

CONTRIBUTED.

But ask this meager loan,
When all the earth is thine,
And all we have thine own?

Dear ones, let us make much of
the Blood, for without the shedding
of blood there is no remission, and,
"And of all that thou shalt give me I
dear
ones, the blood always spells sawill surely give the tenth unto thee."
crifice
to me.
Take it all through,
Gen. 28: 22.
—Selected. the law the shedding of blood
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was a type of sacrifice,
on love, and how one protected the life
down to the time that the Great Sa- of the other. Not so in a life where
crifice came and shed His Blood for sin abounds.
our redemption.
Praise His holy
Again, look at the life of Ruth and
name!
Naomi; Ah! the beautiful picture of
Third, we will look at the life of a life filled and prompted by love!
Jacob; how he was sowing sinful We also have a beautiful picture in
seeds in his young years, and how the life of Joseph, how he loved those
God brought it back to him in later who did evil toward him, and was
years, twelve-fold.
May we never kind and cared for them. Love will
lose sight of this thought, "Be sure always, (if it is the true kind) return
You can kill your
your sin will find you out."
And good for evil.
Try it sometime
again "Whatsoever a man soweth enemies by love.
that shall he also reap."
You sow and if it fails report to me.
sin, you cannot expect to reap rightIII. We have Christ's part in the
eousness, for as we sow the seed so plan of redemption, IlCor. 5: 21:
will we reap the harvest.
We will "For He hath made Him to be sin
reap the same quality only in a larg- for us, who knew no sin, that we
er quantity.
might be made the righteousness of
Brother, sister, what are you sow- God in Him."
ing?
What will your harvest be?
What a precious thought this is
Dear unsaved friend, What are you for us, that Christ became willing to
sowing?
Do stop for a moment in leave the shining courts of heaven
this mad rush we are living in, and and come down to this sin-cursed
ask yourself the all-important ques- world, and taste sin for us that we
tion, what will my harvest be?
might some day, (if we are faithful
We will briefly note a few more and obedient) reign with Him in the
How important it
characters, from the Bible. Note Bel- Eternal Home!
is
that
we
do
not
neglect our Chrisshasser, and the result of his sinful
indulgence, also Ahab and Jezebel, tian duties and by so doing miss our
home in heaven.
.surely the wages of sin is death.
The thought of the shed blood is
II. We have God's attitude toward the human family.
Jno. 3: pictured very clearly in this passHe died on Calvary for my
16: "For God so loved the world that age.
He gave His only begotten Son, that and your sins, and the shedding of
whosoever believeth on Him should blood always meant a sacrifice even
not perish but have everlasting life." under the Law.
Abel shed his blood as a sacrifice
First we had the thought of sin:
not so now.
Here in this passage to the wrath of his brother, Cain.
we have the thought of love; and May we stop and think that withagain none is excluded; we have the out the shedding of Blood there is
grand word "Whosoever will." W^at no remission; and He shed His blood
would this world be if it were not for t^at we might be redeemed from a
the great love of God, in giving a life of sin, and live for the purpose
remedy for sin.
May we look and of honoring and glorifying God. I
see what we may obtain if we are pray that this may be the motive of
filled with love.
Note how David every child of His.
and Jonathan were knit together by
We also see the spirit of submis-
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sion in this scripture, and that carries our mind back to Abraham and
Isaac, how that Abraham gave his
only son, same as God gave His only
Son, and how submissive Isaac was.
He did not resent, neither did Christ.
And what a beautiful attribute or
quality for a child of God!
May
we all try and practice more.
Christ came into the world to save
us from our sins, and to make us fit
for the mansion in the sky.
May
we all be anxiously concerned about
the Blood and may we have it applied to our hearts. His blood cleanses, all other blood stains. May we
ever keep fresh in our memory what
our redemption cost.
May we, as
His followers, carry the good tidings
to others and win them for Him.
Elizabethtown, Pa.
HOW SHALL WE BEST IMPROVE THE
POSITION OF OUR MINISTRY?

By B. P. Long.
We do not wish to discuss the propriety of changing our present system, as Conference has already appointed a committee that has decided that we should come closer to the
teachings of the Holy Word.
Conference has accepted their report
with which we heartily agree.
If
we, as individual members, fail to
act in this important matter I think
we will be held accountable when the
great books are opened.
If we should devise any plan, and
send such plan to the various districts compelling them, just in a formal manner, to be guided by what
some others may have thought best,
without leading people to believe
that such proposition would be a
continual source of spiritual blessings to the cause of Christ as well
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as to us in proportion to the amount
of self-denial we are willing to practice, we would have a big job on
hand and one that we could not lovingly carry out.
We wish to glance a little at the
other side. If each district be left
to make such advancements as it
chooses to make, we will soon find to
our sorrow that some districts in
whose membership the majority of
voters are not as far advanced in the
real Christ Spirit as they should be.
will soon have pure bred hirelings
who will make friendship with wolves because of financial advantage.
We will also find that there will be
other districts who will be too conservative to get out of the former
customs, with the conscientious fear
of the previously cited to calamities
spoiling the fellowship, with Christ,
of the humble spirit of power.
I
feel deeply impressed with the inevitable troubles which would undoubtedly come to sorrowingly burden our minds with unremovable regret, if we can not devise some better plan.
Before considering a plan, by
which we could be governed, that
would be to our mutual profit spiritually, we should consider what kind
of men are the best qualified to fill
the place of a regular minister. The
term regular minister is used as we
understand it to mean one who is
willing to take the apostolic plan of
giving himself continually to prayer
and the ministry of the Word. This
would exclude all kinds of business
enterprises.
A regular minister
should do much house to house visiting and private preaching and an abundance of praying.
The term local minister as we wish
to consider it would mean the kind
that most of us are. We work a-
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long during the week the greater would accept such a position.
part of the time to earn a living for feel that we should all be more conour selves and our families and cerned that we do all that we can
preach on Sunday, but we do notto scatter the plain truths of the Goshave the time to do much house to pel, and especially at this time in our
house visiting neither can we do so own home land, so that when conmuch private preaching. A man to ditions change in the east many of
be a regular minister should be oneour deax- ones will have their hearts
who has such a burden for the wel- and their purses open for the Lord's
fare of souls that he is willing to work and ready to enter upon larger
deny himself of the making of fields.
money fast and practice a large aMy prayer is that God may put it
mount of real God directed economy. in the heart of some one to come and
The Word teaches us that "We arebuy our place so we would not be tied
the body of Christ, and members in so close home, thus permitting us to
particular."
God does not mean do much more work among many
that there is a body in each district deai- ones and get many more to acand therefore a number of bodies, cept the blessed Savior.
but one body.
I would rejoice to see others take
We would rejoice to see Confer- up this subject and give any improveence ask each member in the whole ments on it that they could so that
body of our beloved Brotherhood to we get busy as we can for God.
assess himself and pay some speci- Cedar Springs, Pa.
fied millage on his valuation, and also each member who has no valua"THE PULPIT AS SEEN FROM THE
tion to pay some stipulated amount
PEW."
so as to establish and strengthen a
general church fund for the purpose
By SISTER MARY ZOOK.
of compensating such ones as would
be willing to take the position of re- Note:—An address given at the regular minister.
This fund being a cent Bible Conference at Abilene, Kans.
general church fund would prohibit
I realize in taking up this subject,
the danger of the plain gospel truths that it is one of the most vital subbeing withheld on account of the jects that confronts us today, and
compensation not coming from the were I to regard my feeling of inalisteners to the speaker, but each bility I would shrink from duty. But
speaker would be compensated direct- by the help of God and in His fear,
ly from the general church fund.
I undertake it, trusting that I may be
All local ministers, who wished, able to say just the right thing. I
even though they be bishops, could have sat in the Pew for many years,
have the privilege to remain in their and during the last forty-five years,
present position if it be a choice to have been an ardent lover of the
I well remember our aged
so remain, even under the proposed truth.
change. My personal thought would brethren, though unlearned (or
be to make the compensation low e-should I say uneducated?) held forth
nough for regular ministers that the gospel in its simplest terms,
none but the really consecrated ones showing us clearly that true repentwho love souls more than money ance and justification by faith in the
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atoning blood of Jesus and the "New Jesus said "and I, if I be lifted up,
I rebirth" must lie at the foundation of will draw all men unto me."
member of reading an instance of a
a true Christian experience.
This means more than simply a certain man who was deeply convichead belief, as is so much advocated ted of sin and had a real longing to
He had not been in
today, or giving the preacher the get to God.
hand, which results in so many shal- church for a long time, so he thought
low conversions.
"For with the he would go to the Sunday morning
heart man believeth unto righteous- service, perhaps he might hear
ness and with the mouth confession something that might be helpful to
him.
But he was sadly disappointis made unto salvation."
Many of the ministers of today ig- ed. The minister took up McKinlev
So he thought he
nore the "New Birth." and deny the for his subject.
would
go
to
another
church in the
divinity of Jesus Christ, some countevening,
and
that
minister
spoke on
ing His shed blood not any more
his
trip
around
the
world.
So he
than the blood of an ox.
Is this
received
nothing
for
his
soul's
great
not counting the blood of Christ an
need.
unholy thing? We are certainly living in perilous times, and many false
Oh for more real true men! "Ideal
doctrines are afloat in the land. men! that live to save. Their minMany souls are being deceived and istry is reduced to simplicity: Church
are being dragged down by the Arch politics, elaborate administration,
Enemy.
Many so called ministers these do not concern them.
Is the
are the messengers of Satan, instead Lord's work being revived?
Are
of being the true servants of God. souls being converted?
Are saints
Blind leaders of the blind and bye being built up in holiness?
These
and bye all will fall in the ditch.
are the supreme questions that conThis is rather a dark picture in the front him, nothing else matters. For
face of the cry that the "world is this they wrestle, work and agonize
To such men the world
growing better."
The Apostle says in prayer.
seemingly
stands
still, unless souls
that in the last days "Evil men and
are
being
really
saved.
This ferseducers shall wax worse and
vor
is
not
a
periodic
blaze,
but
a conworse," and do we not see this on
every hand? Christian Science says stant consuming fire, year in and
there is no such thing as sickness, year out, in all kinds of weathers,
sin, and evil.
It is just as we look and under all conditions, they expect
at things.
Others say there are e- souls, and if none are saved, blame
nough beautiful things to look at and themselves, and feel perhaps they
think about, we should not look at are not fervid or faithful. So they
the evils. Yet these conditions exist, put themselves under the microand is not the pulpit largely to scope: they search painfully and
minutely, for the last remains of sin
blame ?
They plead pasWould the ministers hold up in their hearts.
sionately
for
full
sanctification,
that
Christ to the people, and the plan of
they
might
be
vessels
meet
for
the
salvation, with all that it means
Master's
use.
When
they
find
them
there would not be so much Apostacy.
But instead of holding up the selves flagging, they, instead of
Christ, some great men are held up. seeking higher education, betake
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themselves to. prolonged meditation
of the love of Christ and the doom of
the lost.
This gives "new tenderness to passion, and new urgency to
appeal."
His only motive should
be to deliver God's message with the
courage and boldness, as the Apostles of old, after they received their
Pentecost: and his only fear be to
displease God.
The minister, has above all men a
responsible place to fill.
How important then as he stands between
God and man, that he does not shun
to declare the whole Truth of God's
Word, and that he impress on the
minds of his hearers, the necessity
of obedience to the whole will of God.
To build only on a part of the word
of God is to build on the sand. He
should also instruct souls that they
should, in seeking salvation, dig deep
until they are founded on the solid
Rock, Christ Jesus, and that they do
not rest satisfied until they know for
themselves that God is satisfied.
When a soul receives an experience
like unto this he is not floundering
around in doubt and fear, but recieves the blessed assurance that he
is a child of God, and is not driven
around by every wind of doctrine,
neither will his foundation give way
let come what will.
"Having done
all to stand."
He can then truthfully sing,
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and came forward.
He had them
stand in a row, and then went along
took each one by the hand, and asked
the question "Do you believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ?
Do you want
to accept Him as your Savior ?"
When they answered in the affirmative he said, "Well, God bless you."
They claimed one hundred conversions. At the close of the meeting
the minister asked all those that had
been saved during the meeting to
give a testimony, and only one man
responded to the call. Then he admonished those "st ; " bom" children
to by all means join some church,
That man was paid a large sum of
money to hold that meeting, and to
deceive those poor souls.
What a
sad delusion!
I know what I am talking about,
I know what it means to get into a
church without salvation.
I have
been there myself, and I know what
it takes to get out of a pit like that,
We are dealing with souls.
There
are too many ministers today like
unto those that the Prophet Isaiah
speaks of, "His watchmen are blind,
they are all ignorant; they are ail
dumb dogs, they cannot bark, sleeping, lying down to slumber, yea, they
are shepherds that cannot understand, they all look to their own way,
every one for his gain from his own
quarter" (Isa. 56: 10, 11). I don't

m. • X 1L
O I T 4. J have any idea that when the prophet
"On Christ the
solid Rock I stand,
,
,,
, . .
. „ ..
j • •i•
j » spoke of these men as being ignorant
All other ground is sinking sand. ,, , ,
, , , , , ,
p,r
that he meant that they were unMy heart has been grieved to see learned, but they did not know
how some evangelists try to induce what they really ought to have
souls to believe they are saved when known.
He says "they are blind."
they have not experienced a change They do not see things as they realof heart.
Some years ago while in ly are. They themselves have never
a western city I attended Evange- come into the true light, and have
listic services.
The meeting lasted never seen the hienousness of sin as
ten days. The Evangelist preached it is in God's sight, if they could
the truth and souls were convicted see things as they exist they could
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not sit down in ease but they would
cry aloud and not spare.
We are glad however that we have
some true men who are wide awake
and fearless in crying out against
sin, and that bring a full gospel, a
fourfold gospel, "Jesus our Savior,
Sanctifier, Healer, and Coming
King."
It is the "old time religion"
we want.
We do not care for high
sounding phrases, or intellectual sermons but we want the gospel in its
simplicity backed up by the power
of the Holy Ghost.
That the way
may be made so plain that the "Wayfaring man though a fool may not
err therein."
"Stand ye in the
ways, and see, and ask for the old
paths, where is the good way, and
Avalk therein, and ye shall find rest
for your souls" (Jer. 6: 16).
THE MISSIONARY

CALL.

My soul is not at rest.
There conies
a strange
And secret whisper to my spirit, like
A dream of night, that tells me I am on
Enchanted ground.
Why live I here?
The vows
Of God are on me, and I may not stop
To play with shadows or pluck earthly
flowers,
Till I my work have done, and rendered
up my
Account.
The voice of my departed
Lord—
"Go teach all nations." from the eastern
world,
Floats on the night air and awakes my
ear,
And I will go.
I must not hesitate
To give up friends and home and idle
hopes.
And every tender tie that binds my heart
To thee, my country!
Why should I regard
Earth's little store of borrowed sweets?
I sure
Have had enough of bitter in my cup
To show that never was it His design
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Who placed me here, that I should live
in ease
Or drink at none but pleasant founts.
Henceforth
It matters not if storm or sunshine be
My earthly lot, bitter or sweet my cup.
I only pray, God, fit me for the work;
Oh keep me holy, and my spirit nerve
For the stern hour of strife
Let me
but know
There is an Arm unseen that holds me
up,
An Eye that kindly watches all my path
Till I my earthly pilgrimage have done.
Let me but know I have a Friend that
waits
To welcome me to glory, and I joy
To tread the dark and death-fraught
wilderness.
And when I come to stretch me for the
last,
In unattended agony beneath
The cocoa's shade, or lift my dying eyes
From Afric's burning sands, it will be
sweet
That I have toiled for other worlds than
this.
I know I shall feel happier than to die
On softer bed.
And if I should reach
Heaven—
If one that hath so deeply, darkly sinned,
If one whom ruin and revolt have held
With such a fearful grasp, if one for
whom
Satan hath struggled as he hath for
me—
Should ever reach that blessed shore, oh
how
This heart will glow with gratitude and
love!
And through the ages of eternal years,
Thus saved, my spirit never shall repent
That toil and suffering once were mine
below.
—Nathan Brown.

I have daily and hourly proofs of
my corruptions: for them does my
heart come up to what my half-enlightened understanding approves ?
—Henry Martyn.
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Bishop H, P. and Grace Steigerwald.
Eld. H. 3. and Emma Frey,, A. C. Winger, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South
Africa.
H. Frances Davidson, Lewis Steckley,
Mrs. Sallie Doner, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. W. Rhodesia, South Africa.

We will endeavor to give another report of the work here.
One month of
our new year has now left us, but we
are so glad for what the Lord has done
for precious souls; the children are receiving real help as they come confessing their sins.
Also those with hoary
heads are made willing to bow at the
altar and confess their sins.
May the
Lord help us to hold up the whole gospel
and let the people know God's commands
and His displeasure of sin. and the way
they must take to be saved.

We will report the death of our sisWalter 0. and Abbie B. Winger, Miss
ter
Elizabeth Hodge.
This being the
Hannah Baker, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Cora Alvis, Mtshabezi Mission, Gwanda first member of our little Mission band to
leave us in death, it has brought solemRhodesia, South Africa.
nity over our little congregation. But
Eld. Isaac 0. and A. Alice Lehman, it was so blessed to give her good by to
box 5263, Johannesburg. South Africa. meet her in heaven.
The first summer
we were in the work here, that of 1912.
INDIA.
this sister came into the service, and she
Elder H. L. and Katie Smith, Effie Roh- became so well pleased with the spirit
rer, Ruth Byer, David H, Rohrer, Lottie manifested that she was drawn to us.
Rohrer, Anita and Gladys Zarger. Dau- As she continued to worship with us. she
ram Madhipura, North Bhagalpur. B. & was led to take the plain way, and was
received into our church fellowship,
N. W. Ry., INDIA.
March
22, 1914. by the ordinance of bapFollowing? not under PorelKn MINNIOH
Board.
tism, and remained one with us until the
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Zook. Andra. B. end.
The last few months of her soN. R. India.
journ here, she was overtaken by a very
Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, Tank severe disease of internal cancer.
All
Road, Bombay, India.
efforts for her recovery were of no avail.
Furlough—Myron and Adda Taylor She continued to grow weaker until
within the last few weeks of her stay
Jesse R. and Malinda Eyster.
with us, she was confined to her bed in
intense suffering, which she endured paOUR CITY MISSIONS.
tiently until she met her death triumphantly over sin. with peace and victory
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St.. in in her soul.
She answered the sumcharge of Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
mons of death in the home of her eldest
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., daughter at 629 Taylor St., Dayton, 0..
in charge of Sr. Sarah Bert. Bro. B. L. at 1.55 p. m. Tuesday Feb. 1. 1916, at
Brubaker and Sr. Nancy Shirk.
the age of 60 years, 6 months and 27
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 1174 14th., days.
Funeral services were held at
St., in charge of Eld. J. R. and Ann* the house.
We were led to use as a
Zook.
text II Sam. 14: 14. Interment in the
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in Willow view cemetery, near this city.
charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. 3.
We are glad to report that the new
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in
chapel building is nearing its complecharge of W. H. and Susie Boyer.
San Francisco Mission, 3739-20th. St. tion, and, no preventing providence, we
in charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger and expect to have our dedication service
Feb. 27, 1916, at 2 p. m.
We wish to
workers.
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send a cordial invitation to all to come. there to give account of our lives here
May God help us to so conduct
Let us pray that God may receive glory below.
ourselves that the Judge may delight to
to Himself in that service.
Thankfully do we again report that say "Well done good and faithful serour Lord has so kindly provided for our vant enter thou into the joy of thy
needs thro' the faithfulness of His dear Lord."
children.
May God's blessing rest upon
There has been the usual routine of
you all, is our prayer.
meetings in the Mission, but in the home
there has come quite a change in this
FINANCIAL.
that we have moved from 52 Cumberland
Balance on hand, $22.47.
St., to 3739-20th. St.
To those who
have visited us, and who may have opRECEIPTS.
portunity to come again, we give this inClarence Heise. Gormley, Ont., $1.00:
formation that to reach us on the cars,
Father Herr. Englewood, 0 „ $1.00; Ed.
come the same way as before, and get off
Engle, West Milton, 0., $5.00: In His
at the same corner and walk a short disName $6.75; Mission Offerings. $1.33,
tance west on 20th. St.
Total, $37.55.
The reason for our moving was the
KXPENDITl'RES.
run down, damp condition of the place
Table account. $14.77. sheeting, towel- where we lived, rendering it unfit to live
ing and linen, $7.81. gas bill and stove
in any longer.
rent, $3.77, table oilcloth. $_,34, inciAn item which was of much interest
dentals, $2.85.
to us. and which should have appeared
Total, $29.54.
in the November report, was the
Balance on hand, Feb. 1, 1916. $8.01. welcome assistance of Sr. Emma Minter
POOR FUND.
of Abilene, Kansas, who remained with
us for a month, and by her capable mothBalance on hand. $29.68.
erly ministrations was a real blessing in
RECEIPTS.
our midst.
May God abundantly reEldora Culley, Springfield. 0., $2.00.
ward her for her faithfulness.
Total, 31.68.
We appreciate the many brethren and
EXPENDITURES.
sisters who are interested in the work at
this place.
January was a cold wet
Poor $9 72.
Balance on hand, Feb. 1. 1916. $21.96. month, so that we could not always
hold street meetings, but we still praise
Donations of provisions were given by
God for His presence with us.
He is
Eliza. Engle, Ella Etter, Elwood Cassel.
still working on a few souls, at least.
Jesse Wenger, Mary Myers.
When it comes to taking the narrow
OFFERINGS FOR THE POOR.
way, the masses are unwilling, but we
Charlotte Myers and Florence Brum- are glad for what we do see of souls
baugh, clothing, Lancaster Co., Sewing yielding up to God.
Circle, a nice assortment of newly made
We wish to heartily thank all who
clothing for children.
again have contributed of their means
May God bless each on?
W. H. and Susie Boyer. to the work.
e o i Taylor St. Hajtou O.
accordingly, as we know He will, for
His rewards are sure.
SAN

FRANCISCO

MISSION,

Another month has rolled into eternity with its record of deeds done or left
undone, as the case may be. and, how solemn the thought that we must all stand
"before the judgment seat of Christ."

RECEIPTS.

k

Bro. Haldeman, Hope, Kans.. $1.00:
A. J. Heise, Hamlin, Kans., $10.00:
Grantham, S. S. Pa., $19.00; Home
Mission Board, $20.00: Bro. E. N. BeihL
Shippensburg, Pa., $20.00: hall offering.
$44.05: In His Name. $5.50.
Total, $119.55.
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EXPENDITURES.

Hall rent, $30.00, hall expenses, $4.50,
house rent, $18.00, house expenses, $3.38,
table supplies, $21.02, car fare, $9.80.
carpet and furniture, $11.70, hardware,
$2.65, drayage, $2.00, horse and wagon
for moving, $3.50, repairs, $3.95, poor,
$2.25.
Total, $123.75.
Balance Jan. 1st $89.15.
Balance Feb. 1st. $84.95.

February 21, 1916.

blameless unto the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ?
FINANCIAL.
Report for January, 1916.
Balance on hand January
$29.70.

1, 1916,

RECEIPTS.

Bro. and Sr. John Ehlers, $5,00; Clarence Heise, $1.00; J. N. Hoover, $2.00;
H. S. Halton, $1.00: Carl Rambat, $1.00:
Alfred J. Davis, $2.00: Eliza. Herr, $1.00
Yours, to do all His Blessed will,
Elizabeth Winger and workers. Henry Winger, $1.00; Grantham. Pa, S.
S. $14.74; Stevensville, Ont., S. S. $15.00;
L^dia Moore, $1.00; Dora Mater $1.00;
Wm. Charlton, $1.00: Girvin Sider, $1.00
BUFFALO MISSION.
Valley Chapel, 0., S. S. $7.60: Chas.
Wright, $1.00; Elmer Nix, $1.00; Levi
Greeting in Jesus:—It is with grate- Sider, $1.00; Solomon Climenhaga, $1.00
ful hearts that we give another monthly Carlyon Sider, $1.00: Oscar Shirk, $1.00!
report of the work here.
To us who Andrew Sailor, $1.00; Ella Neidrauer,
are in the work it is a source of encour- $1.00.
agement that so many friends are inEXPENDITURES.
terested in supplying the temporal needs
Advertising, $3.25. song books, $2.00,
of the Mission.
A goodly number of the
saints have shown their interest by visit- coal, $27.00, light. $2.24. gas bill, $1.20,
ing us and their prayers too, with ours groceries, sundries, etc., $16.51.
have resulted in increased spiritual inBalance on hand, $30.84.
terest.
Note:—A mistake appeared in our fiThe special meeting announced in our nancial report for Dec. Grocery, carlast report were begun on January 16, fare etc., item should be $18.13 in place
and continued over a period of three of $8.13.
weeks.
Brother O. B. Ulery of SpringProvisions consisting of vegetables
field, Ohio, gave his much appreciated
baked goods, honey, eggs, meats, etc.,
service in these meetings.
We are also
were donated by the following named
happy to say that this effort was owned
persons. D. V. Heise, Sr. Blake. Robt.
and blessed of God with gratifying and
Robert Petke. Sr. Dan'l Climenhaga, Sr.
encouraging results.
Fred Climenhaga, Orlanda Martin. GorGod's children were led to see their don Shirk, Mrs Neidrauer, Enos Disher,
privileges in Christ.
Many with en- Vern Teal.
larged vision of their inheritance were
Yours in Him,
enabled by faith to take higher ground.
George and Effie Whisler
And others were definitely led into the
sanctified life.
As conditions were met
the Holy Ghost fell witnessing to the
DES MOINES MISSION.
acceptance of the sacrifice.
A number of unsaved souls also bowed
at the penitent form, and some repented
Another month has sped away and anand received knowledge of salvation by other report is due for the VISITOR colthe remission of sins.
To the name of umns.
Jesus be all praise and honor and glory!
We most assuredly appreciate the
Will you continue to pray that we very liberal offerings received for the.
may all walk on with the Lord in obedi- support of the Lord's work at this place.
It is encouraging when we can see
ence to His will, and that our whole
spirit and soul and body be preserved and feel that the Brotherhood feels and
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shows an interest in the Lord's work in
the Home Missions.
It looks somewhat
discouraging when the work goes begging for support.
We are glad to report that a number
of souls have professed conversion during the month, however, there was so
much sickness that it made the attendance irregular. La Grippe was so general
and severe, but we hope the worst of it
is over.
Bro. Davis was down with it
twice but is now fairly recovered.
We
need your prayers and are confident we
have them.
Love to all.
FINANCIAL.
Report for January 1916.
RECEIPTS.

Rosebank S. S. Kan.. $8.92: Valley
Chapel S. S. Ohio, $7.20: Zion S. S. Kan..
$41.81.
Total, $58.93.
EX PEN I>IT V R ES.

Electricity, $1.25, gas for residence.
$2.25, coal, $12.00, groceries etc., $22.50.
incidentals, $4.50. coal for Mission,
$10.00, gas for Mission Hall for two
months $9.00, water at Mission Hall for
one quarter, $3.50.
Total $68.00.
Balance
$9.07.

due Mission

Feb, 1, 1916.

J. R. and Anna Zook.

FOREIGN MISSION FUND.
Report for Dec. 1915 and Jan. 1916 up
to Feb. 8th.
GENERAL

PPN'D.

RECEIPTS.

In my last VISITOR report Cedar
Springs, Pa., is credited $2.00: should be
$20.00.
Mt. Joy, $7.76. Rapho district, Pa.,
$10 00, Valley Chapel, Ohio, $60.25,
Bethel S. S. Kans., $35.41; Mechanicsburg, S. S. Pa.. $17.25: J. B. Winger,
Oakley, Cal., $10.00; H. Burkholder,
Harrisburg, Pa.. $10.00;
Harrisburg
class. Pa.,
75.00: J. N. Hoover, Ohio.
$5.00; Charles Baker. Ont.. $5.00; Fairland S. S. Pa., $9.40; H. E. Horst. Vir-
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ginia, Neb., $5.00 : a brother. Pa.. $50.00;
Special for Mary Heisey from Fairview
S. S. Ohio, $12.60; Jacob S. Witmer,
Mich., $25.00: a brother and sister. Pa.,
$15.00; W. L. Kreider, Pa.. $25.00: H.
L. Trump, 111.. $15.00: Alfred S. Rotz.
Pa,, $50.00: Mrs. David Stoner, 111.
$2.50: Bro. Eby, Ont., $1.00; Levi Winger, Ont.. $15.00; in His name. Pa., $10.00
Lizzie G. Lenhart, Kans.. $20.00; Wainfleet church, Ont., $40.00; J. G. Engle.
Kans., $10.00;
Sarah Heise, Kans.,
$10.00 Anua Hur, Ohio, $1.00; in His
Name, Pa., $2.00; A. J. Heise and wife,
Kans., $25.00; Christian Herr, Ohio.
$15.00 Fred Keisel, 111., $5.00; David
Barkman, 111., $5.00: Magdalena Hunsberger, Mich., $3.00: Abilene Brethren.
Kans., $125.17; Elmer Roberts, Buffalo.
$5.00: Part of Conference offering, 111.,
$5.00; Bro. and Sr. Kilmore, Pa., $5.00:
Union Grove congregation. 111., $25.00:
Martinsburg brethren, Pa., $27.00; Parr
of conference offering from Pa.. $10.00:
S. B. Doner, Pa.. $10.00; Eliza Winger,
Ont.. $10.00: Benton Eavy, Pa., $5.00.
Wainfleet S. S. Ont., $13.36; J. R. Ebevsole Clarence N. Y „ $2.50; Amanda Ebersole. $2.50; E. and H. Kohler, Ohio.,
$8.00: Harry W. Ebright, Pa., $5.00;
Pleasant Grove S. S. Ohio, $7.00; friend
of Missions, $110.00; Sr. Heise, Clarence
Center, $10.00; Carland Mission, S. S.
Mich., $19.50; _Sr. E. S. Markley, Pa..
$3.00: Fairview S. S. Ohio., $11.50; Buffalo Mission S. S.. $5,60: Rosebank S. S..
Kans.. $16.51; In His Name, Kans.,
$5.00; Arthur Heise, Kans., $1.00; Sr. S.
Lady, Kans., $5,00; Mrs. John Engle and
family, Kans.. $25.00: Sr. Hedwick
Smutz, Kans., $5.00; Adda Engle, Kans..
$10,00;
Markham
Brethren, Ont.,
$115.00: special for Lewis Steckley, Ont..
$9.00; Missionary Circle, Grantham. Pa..
$10.00; Bethany S. S, Thomas, Okla.
$135,733; North Franklin, Pa., $46.60:
Special for Bro. Steigerwald, from Ollie
M. Bentzel, $5.00: Ollie M. Bentzel, Ohio,
$10.00; Fairland Young People's meeting, Pa.. $6.80; Rosebank S. S. Ont.,
$16.30; David Cober, Ont., $1.00; Bro
and Sr. Simon Cober, Ont., $5.00; Rainham Brethren. Ont., $11.50; Sr. Kate
Davidson, Pa., $10 00; J. M. Eshelman
and wife Kans.. $15.00; special for Sr.
(Continued on page 23.)
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PUBLISHERS'

NOTICE.

To Subscribers:—1. Our terms are cash
in advance.
2. When writing to have your address changed, be sure to give both old
and new adress.
3. The date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.
4. If you do not receive the Visitor
within ten days from date of issue, write
us at once and we will send the number called for.
To the Poor—who are unable to pay
— w e send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual requests.
Individual requests
must be renewed every six months as a
matter of good faith.
To Correspondents— 1. Articles for
publication should be written on one
side of the paper only.
Write all business letters on separate sheets.
2. Communications without the authors name will receive no recognition.
3. Communications for the Visitor
should be sent to the Editor at least ten
days before date of issue.
GRANTHAM. PA., FEBRUARY 21. 1916.
TRACTS.
What We believe and Why We believe
It, per hundred, 206.
An interesting Conversation, per hundred, 15^.
Death Eternal, per hundred, 15^.
Retribution, per hundred, 15?.
Prayer, per hundred, 15(*.
Scriptural Head Veiling, per hundred,
$1.25.
The worm the Never Dies, per hundred, 15«i.
Points for Consideration, per hundred,
12*.

Scripture Text Envelopes, per hundred, 206.
Scripture Text Mottoes, $10,00 worth
for $6.00.
Postage extra.
Orders for the above tracts, papers and
envelopes should be addressed Geo. Detwiler. 1216 Walnut St., Harissburg, Pa.
Tracts are free to mission workers.
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MARRIAGES.
CARMICHAEL.—ANGER.—On Feb. 2,
1916, at the Messiah Home chapel, Elder
Geo. Detwiler officiating, there occurred
the marriage of Eld. Archie Carmichael
of Kindersley, Sask., Canada, and Sr.
Roxina Anger, of the Messiah Orphanage, Grantham, Pa.

OBITUARY.
GAYMAN.—Samuel Gayman of Shippensburg, Pa., died Jan. 25, 1916, aged
64 years, llmonths and 24 days.
He
leaves his wife, one son and two daughters to mourn his departure.
He was a
faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ church.
Funeral services were
held at the Airyhill M. H. conducted by
the home brethren.
Interment in adjoining cemetery.
DAVIDSON.—Lucinda Maria Phillips
Davidson was born Jan. 20, 1829, in Redstone Twp. Fayette Co., Pa.
She was
married to Joseph Davidson Aug. 15,
1844.
To this union were born nine
children, Jacob, Daniel, Samuel, Hannah,
Sarah, Mary, Bertha, Joseph and Anna.
Bertha, Joseph, and Sarah preceded her
to the spirit world.
She also had ten
grand children and four great grand
children.
She became a Christian and
united with the Brethren in Christ
church about seventy years ago.
She
died in her home north of Wooster, O.,
Jan. 27, 1916. aged 87 years and 7 days.
Her husband died July 23, 1883.
The
text of her choice was II Tim. 4: 6-7.
The funeral services were conducted by
Rev. J. H. Smith and Samuel Longenecker, assisted by Rev. S. M. Myers of the
U. B. church.
CARBAUGH.— Sr. Emma S. Carbaugh
of Chambersburg, Pa., died Jan. 29, 1916,
being one of the three victims of the
automobile accident that occurred near
Grantham, Pa., being on her way with
the others to attend Bible Conference in
session at that time.
That morning
when she left home she expressed herself
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that she wished to go to learn more from
the Master, surely not expecting to be
so soon in His presence.
But our loss
is her gain.
She was converted early in
life and cast in her lot with the Brethren
in Christ.
She was a kind wife, and
greatly interested in the welfare of her
children.
She was of a very unassuming disposition and modestly yet cheerfully filled her place in the home, in the
church, and in Sunday school in which
she had a class of girls who also mourn
because of their loss.
She leaves to
mourn an aged mother, husband and
three children, Eber of Cleveland, Ohio.
Emmanuel of Colorado, 111., and Ruth, at
home.
Her age was 55 years, 8 months
and 8 days.
Text Rev. 14: 12, 13.
Services were conducted by David H, Wenger assisted by J. W. Burton.
DOERR.—Bro. Philip Doerr was born
in Darmstadt, Germany, Aug. 28, 1833,
died at the home of his daughter in Peabody, Kans., Feb. 7, 1916, aged 82 years,
5 months and 10 days.
At the age of
seventeen he with his parents emigrated
to Canada, where he was united in marriage with Lvdia Detwiler.
To this
union were born four children, one son
and three daughters, Jonathan. Mary
Ann, Catherine and Lydia. From Canada
they removed to Marion Co., Kansas,
where they lived on a farm for a number of years, later moving to the present
home in Peabody where he died.
His
wife and son preceded him to the beyond.
The three daughters, Mary Ann
who eared for him during the years of
suffering. Mrs, Hornberger of Herrington, Kans.. and Mrs Marse of Wichita,
Kans., with eight grand children and
seven great grandchildren survive to
mourn their loss.
In earlier years he
was a member of the Mennonite church,
but later, while living in Kansas he became a member of the Brethren in Christ
church in which fellowship he died.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld.
John Hoover, assisted by Rev. Lawrence,
Lutheran.
WINGER.—Sr. Hannah M.. wife of
Eld. Christian Winger of Springvale,
Ont., died on Feb, 7, 1916, aged 70 years,
5 months and 25 days.
Sister Winger
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had been failing in health for some time,
when apoplexy intervened causing the
sudden change.
She was a consistent
member of our church for over thirty
years, and died in the triumph of a glorious millenium hereafter.
She leaves
to mourn her husband and nine children,
three sons and six daughters,
Solomon
J., at Oil City, Ont., Andrew at Springvale, Ont., Christian at Coldor, N, Y.,
(the first and third named, are agents at
the company's Railroad stations where
they reside).
Mrs John Hux at Hagersville, Ont., Mrs W, Ratcliff, Toronto,
Ont., Mrs. Earnest Shell, Sault Ste.
Marie, Ont., Mrs John Dalrymple. Dunnville, Ont., Mrs. Herb Bates, Springvale,
Ont., and Emma, (at home).
Jemima
Nisley, their adopted daughter, married
to Eld. Fred Elliot of Richmond Hill.
Ont., was with them forty-one years.
Funeral service was held in the Brethren's M. H. at Springvale. Wednesday
afternoon. Obsequies by A. Bearss. Subject—"Immortality" from Zecheriah 1:
5,
Interment in Greenwood cemetery
nearby.
WINGERT.—Emma C. Wingert, wife of
Daniel H. Wingert, of Reservoir Hill,
Chambersburg, Pa., died Jan, 29, 1916,
aged 42 years, 4 months and 26 days. The
distressing incident leading to her death
is widely known.
Sister Wingert along
with Sister Emma Carbaugh also of Reservoir Hill, Chambersburg. and Sister Myers. wife of Bro. Jacob Myers of Greencastle, were all three suddenly ushered
into eternity.
While on their way to
Grantham, in an automobile driven by
Bro. Daniel H. Wingert and son. a train
crashed into the rear end of the car as
they were crossing the tracks near the
Messiah Bible School at Grantham. Sister Wingert is survived by her husband,
Daniel H. Wingert, and son Norman A.
Wingert, two sisters, Mrs. Harry A. Barkhart. Mrs. John F. Rife, and also two
brothers, Harry D. and Alfred S. Rotz all
of Reservoir Hill, Chambersburg, Pa.
Funeral services were conducted by Bro.
L. Shoalts of Canada.
Services and burial at Salem church in the immediate vicinity of the homestead where she was
born and raised. Sister Wingert was a
devoted member of the Brethren in Christ
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church, being a faithful worker among
those who attend at the Zion Mission,
Chambersburg.
The joy of her life was
do her Master's will.
During the last
few days of her life she expressed a firm
conviction that Jesus was coming soon
and her constant theme was to be ready,
and that she was ready is well proven by
her consistent Christian life.
SHRIVER.—-Mrs. Daniel M. Shriver,
died at her home two miles southeast of
Martinsburg. Pa.„ January 26, 1916,
from the effect of grip and the infirmaties of age.
Deceased was a daughter
of Benjamin Burg and was born on the
farm on which she lived and died, Nov.
15, 1833, and was therefore aged 83
years, 3 months and 11 days, her husband preceding her to the grave some
thirteen years.
To their union were
born four children, Fannie, who died
early in life, Clayton who died several
years ago, and Franklin and Clara surviving.
Mary B. Shriver early in life
became a member of the Brethren in
Christ church, and her sojourn on earth
was marked by spotless Christian purity,
and beauty.
In her daily life she shed
a halo of kindness on all who met her.
and her acts of charity were as marked
as her piety.
Whom God loves die
young, no matter how long they live,
and the loss of this good women leaves
not only a family in sorrow, but a host
of friends in mourning.
The funeral
was held on Saturday morning in the
Brethren in Christ church at Martinsburg conducted by Revs. Brown and
Stearn interment was made in the private burial ground on the farm on which
she was born.
Through eternity there
her body will rest, while her spirit goes
to abide with the Master.
I shall see her again in the morning,
When my midnight of weeping is o'er;
All resplendent with heavenly beauty.
When Christ opens the golden door.
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VARNER.—Daniel Varner of Waynes
boro. Pa., was born March 22. 1856. died
Feb. 17. 1916, aged 59 years. 10 months
and 9 days, of a complication of diseases,
of which he was a sufferer for severai
years.
He accepted Christ as his personal Savior ten days before his death.
His dying words were that he was going
to be with Jesus.
By his request the
funeral sermon was preached by Rev.
Ezra M. Funk, former pastor of the Ot"
terbein United Brethre church of Waynesboro. Pa.
He took for his theme.
The day of one's death is better that the
day of one's birth, (Ecc. 7: 1-4).
Rev.
Funk was assisted by Bros. Jerome Funk.
Harry Shank, and Joseph Myers.
The
services were held in the Ringgold
church.
Interment in the graveyard
adjoining. He is survived by his widow
Sr. Mary (Senger) Varner, and the following children: Jesse. Waynesboro, Pa
Sr. Rebecca, Grantham. Pa.. Sr. Daisy.
Katie and Bro. Archie at home, also one
brother Adam, Urbana, 111., and several
half brothers and sisters.
Father, thou hast left us lonely.
Sorrow fills our hearts to-day:
Biit beyond this vale of sorrow
Tears will all be wiped away.
Father, thou are sweetly resting,
Cold may be this earthly tomb.
But the angels sweetly whispered.
"Come and live with us at home.''
Husband, thou art sweetly resting
On the lovely Savior's breast.
Where the wicked cease from troubling.
And the weary are at rest.
Husband, thou are sweetly resting.
Here thy toils and pains are o'er;
Pain and sickness, death and sorrow.
Never can distress thee more.
—The family.
LOVE

FEASTS.

I shall see her again in the morning.
PESSSYLVASU,
Not as when we last laid her away;
Mastersonville.
May 9, 10.
But adorned with the bridals of heaMechanicsburg,
June 1, 2.
ven
MARYLAND.
When Christ opens the golden day.
H. F. L. Ringgold,
June 3. 4.
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MISSION FUNDS.

the meetings in time to take part in a
four days conference announced to begin at Abilene, December 28.
Bro.
(Continued from page 19.)
Stump will conclude the series in Brown
Frances Davidson from Sr. Kate David- Co., beginning Feb. 5.
son $10.00; special for Sr. Frances DavidA report of the work from the differson from Sr. Lizzie Seitz, Pa., $5.00: ent churches has already been made
Manor Pequea dist., Pa.. $107.00; Rose- through the VISITOR. * It is a fixed
bank S. S. Kans.. $81.90: Sr. Sannah Mar- policy of the Kansas church to hold retin, Clarence Center, $5.00; Susannah vival meetings in all the churches every
Levagood. Clarence Center, $5.00: spe- year.
We believe the effort put forth
cial support for native teacher at Maeha is fully justified in the good accomplishfrom Bulah Chapel S. S. Ohio, $35.00; ed.
special for school at Matopo In His Name
The four days Bible Conference folPa., $100.00: Pleasant Hill S .S. Kans,
lowing appealed to us as a fitting climax
$21.05; Belle Springs, S. S. Kans., $36.79
to the effort with the interest manifest.
E. 0. Allen, Kans.. $30.00; Carlisle S. S.
This was shown by an average attendPa., $27.05; Mowersville, Pa., $132.50;
ance at all sessions of about one hunEld. Samuel Whisler, 0.. $25.00; Rapho
dred and fifty. The Conference Comdist., Pa.. $17.00: Mt. Joy Bible Class,
mittee was quite fortunate in securing
Pa., $9.55; Special for Rescue Home and
the services of Elders Stump and Myers
girls School, In His Name, Pa.. $20.00;
through the entire period, they assumLester Myers, Pa., $10.00; Sr. Alice S. Aling the greater responsibility on the
bright, Pa., $1.00; special for Walter
program, and also to have with us our
Wingers from Black Creek, Ont., S. S.,
esteemed sister, Mary Zook, of Goodman,
$57.86; Donegal dist., Pa., $20.00.
Mo., and Missionaries, Sister Malind.i
DISBURSEMENTS.
Eyster of S. Africa, and Elder J. G. CasWalter Winger £ 5 0 for special and sel of Central America now a resident of
general needs at Mtshabezi, $243.00: H. Abilene. The other speakers were chosP. Stiegerwald £ 1 0 0 for special and gen- en from the members of the Kansas
eral needs at Matopo, $486.00; Lewis church.
Steckley £ 5 0 for special and general
The spirit of conference was very
needs at Macha, $243.00; H. L. Smith good; all the speakers responded in a
£ 5 0 for special and general needs India manner which showed careful and
Mission, $243.00; Walter Winger £ 5 0 thoughtful preparation.
The open confor special and general needs at Mtsha- ference periods were much enjoyed, afbezi, $243.C0: Isaac 0. Lehman £ l f 0 to fording, and opportunity for all to take
provide for a home coming trip, $729.00. part and obtain information on themes
P. M. Climenhaga. Treas, that were not all thoroughly understood.
Cor,
ABILENE, KANSAS.
The Committee on Evangelism apMONTGOMERY, PA.
pointed by State Conference for the purpose of making the necessary arrangements to carry on a series of revival
The protracted meeting in the Montmeetings
throughout
the Brethren gomery dist. was held at the Montgomchurches in Kansas, were successful in ery meeting house, beginning on Jan. 2,
securing the services of Elder W. J, and continued to the 20th, Bro. Abner
Myers of Ohio, and Elder V. L. Stump of Martin of Lancaster Co., came filled with
Indiana.
They held their first services, power and the Holy Ghost and preached
Elder Myers at Abilene beginning Oct. the word, and which it is needless to
14, and Elder Stump at Rosebank, Oct., say. was appreciated very much.
Be21.
They labored continuously hold- lievers were encouraged, and quite a
ing meetings in seven churches, closing number of unsaved felt the need of turn-
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ing to the Lord, while ten were willing them and the advisability of organizing
to confess that they want to take the them into a mission was considered, but
way with the Lord.
May God bless and failed at that time of accomplishment,
keep them to the end. We were sorry and ever since then the members there
that the time came so soon that we h?d have been like sheep without a shepherd.
to say Good-bye.
May God bless hiui
Last March Bro. David Graybill moved
and give him many years to labor for here from Kansas.
He had been in the
the Lord.
ministry for a number of years, and is
Jacob M. Myers. now plaeed in charge of the work with
Green(*a«tle, Pa.
Bro. Michael Bert as deacon.
This will
enable them to do more thorough work
for the Master as they all expressed
MT. PLEASANT. PA.
themselves.
I was especially glad for
the oneness of spirit that was evident,
and also their determination to stand
A series of meetings started in the firmly for the faith and doctrine of the
Mt. Pleasant meeting house. Raphes Dist.. church.
Lane., Co., on Jan. 9, and continued for
This little company needs the prayers
two weeks, they being conducted by Bro. of the church at large, especially is this
Clayton Engle of Hummelstown
The true of Bro. Graybill who is to be the
word was proclaimed with great power. leader of the flock.
Two souls made a start for the kingdom:
I left Filer Jan, 19, for home coming
others were deeply convicted but failed
by way of San Francisco where I had the
to respond.
The saints were encourprivilege of attending a few services at
aged.
May God bless our dear brother
the Mission.
I found the work moving
for his faithful labors.
forward as usual.
Souls were at the
altar at each service during my stay. I
found the workers in good health both
A VISIT TO FILER. IDAHO.
soul and body and much encouraged in
the work.
In response to a call for help in gos- I arrived at home Jan. 24. and found
pel work from the brethren located at all well.
Filer, Idaho, I left home on Dec. 29. We ask you to pray especially for the
1915, and reached the place on Jan. 1. work on the Pacific coast: as the worst
I was met at the station by Eld. David enlarges the responsibilities also inGraybill who lives only a few miles out crease.
of Filer.
In but a short time I found
Yours in Christian love.
myself comfortably cared for in Bro.
C. C. Burkholder.
Graybill's home.
P. S.—The little band of believers at
Arrangements for special meetings Filer would be much pleased to have
had been made with the Mennonite brethren who are going west to visit
Brethren who recently built a new house them as they pass by.
of worship. These brethren kindly gave
permission to use their house for these
meetings which had been commenced by
CLARENCE CENTER. N. Y.
the brethren a few evenings before my
arrival.
These services were continued
for two weeks after my arrival with
A series of meetings were begun at
good attendance, and closed with a love this place on Jan. 6, and continued until
feast.
We cannot but believe the meet- the evening of Jan, 25.
ings proved an inspiration to many. The
Bishop J. N. Hoover of West Milton.
Lord met with us and our souls were re- Ohio came to us, filled with the Holy
freshed.
Ghost and as the word was expounded
It is about eight years since our breth- with holy boldness, in all its purity.
ren first started to settle at this place. God manifested His power among the
Five years ago I was permitted to visit unsaved in a wonderful way.
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It was certainly a divine inspiration escape from their sins and find refuge
to us as we saw about eight souls who in the blood of Jesus,
Some were willhad rejected Christ for thirty or forty ing to yield their hearts to God and be
years yield under the influence of the saved, while others seemed to be intoxHoly Spirit, and cry unto God for mercy. icated, drunken, but not with wine: sin
There were ten others who had not has intoxicated them, their hearts ire
wondered so far into sin, some about filled with a desire to love the world
seventeen years of age, yet realized their and the things that are in the world.
need of a Savior.
They will not yield their hearts to God
Many others were made to realize and be saved, simply because they will
0 hasten ye who bear the
their condition, but would not yield. not Hasten!
May the good Spirit continue to move cross, ye ministers of His that do His
upon their hearts that this may be onlv will, carry around the blood-stained
cross of Jesus, until a fire shall be kind
the beginning of a glorious revival.
On the last evening thirteen were re- led everywhere, and the whole earth be
ceived by the right hand of fellowship, filled with the Glory of God.
while several others are seriously conMay God richly bless our beloved sissidering the way: and since the meet- ter Barbara Musser for her labor of love,
ings have been brought to a close we and all who labored so faithfully in the
realize the truth of Acts 4 : 25 "Why did Master's vineyard.
the heathen rage and the people imagine
Sister D. Edna Allison.
a vain thing?"
But we are glad to Cediir Spring;**, Clinton Co. Pa.
lftie.
know that that which the Lord has be- JVI>.
gun He is also able to finish, if we allow
Him to use us.
May the Lord abundantly bless Brc. MEETINGS AT BLACK CREEK, ONT.
Hoover f o r the sacrifice and effort put
forth while with us, and while the lambs
Bro. J. N. Hoover conducted a series of
are being brought into the fold the need meetings at the Black Creek church, beof a Holy Ghost helper, to help shepherd ginning Dec. 21, 1915. and closing on
the flock which is under the care of Bro. Jan. 12. 1916.
Heise who is advancing in years.
The attendance was irregular owing
to
the changeable condition of the
Cor,
weather and roads. The interest at first
seemed disappointing owing perhaps to
the holiday season.
The word was
CEDAR SPRINGS. PA.
preached in power.
Bro. Hoover faithfully did his part.
May God reward
A series of meetings commenced at him for his service.
Cedar Springs. Sat. Dec. 11. 1915, and Some of God's children received deficlosed Sunday, Dec. 26.
Elder Asa nite help.
A few unsaved souls resClimenhaga, accompained by brother ponded to the call.
One married man
Benton Eavy of Grantham came to the whose wife had been in God's service,
brotherhood with the burden for souls another widowed mother, and several
on his heart.
younger boys.
We believe the work
The great zeal and untiring efforts has been real and pray that they may go
that were put forth during that time, forward in obedience to God's will.
proved to his hearers that he had been
Correspondent.
sent by God, and fountains of living
waters were opened in dry places, heaA LETTER OF APPRECIATION.
ven's gates were thrown wide open, and
streams of light and love issued from the
King of Glory.
Christians sought the
Enola, Pa.
Lord for a deeper work, and were blessFeb. 2, 1916.
ed.
I have just received the second num:r of the VISITOR in this year.
I see
Sinners were affectionately invited to
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the subscriptions are being renewed, and
I am impressed to thank the precious
saint whoever it may be, who has been so
kindly sending me the paper,
I pray
that God may bless the one who has
shown me this kindness as we know
that nothing but volunteer charity can
receive the blessing.
Let us keep looking up, and count our blessings until
the Master comes.
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What do you feel my dear reader as you
consider the needs of Africa?
There seems to be great 'enthusiasm among the young manhood of Europe to
get into the cruel firing line, to fill up
the gaps.
Thousands are responding
daily, giving up all, yea their very tender lives.
What will you do to fill up
the eternal kingdom of the exalted Son
of God?
We are needing the best and choicest,
Daly D. Lutz.
the much loved son or daughter of your
home, my brother, my sister. The child
that you have spent much upon to preFROM AFRICA.
pare for the struggle of some great
achievement.
You look upon it and
you say, Well, our son, or daughter, has
P. 0. Box 5263 Johannesburg,
gained the coveted goal, and possibly as
South Africa.
Dec. 16. 1915.you thought of the position that they
would fill in life you felt an inward
Dear readers of the VISITOR
pride and satisfaction, but then as God
As it is not my privilege to be with Himself comes on the scene and prepares
you this morning in person to tell you you in your consecration of your farms
of God's work at this place, I will and lands, and of your dear ones, are
make use of this means of communica- you willing to let God have your chiltion.
It is helpful to remember that dren for Africa, for India, or wherever
God is not slack concerning "His pro-He may call them?
Many a home in
mises" to, and for. His children in these Europe has given every son for the great
anxious and awful days; days of great war; How many will you give to carry
sorrows, days of famine and misery and the message of peace and salvation to
woe. days when men's hearts are great- those who are far away in heathen darkly stirred for fear of those things that ness?
have come upon this sin blighted, blood
That there are many voices calling for
drenched earth: and the end of this help from Africa we do not deny and we
frightful slaughter seems to be yet far do not wish to make any apology beaway.
cause Jesus Himself said, "Pray ye.
Who can form a somewhere, near cor- therefore, the Lord of the harvest that he
rect idea of what, and when the end will send forth laborers into his harwill be?
Able men have formed their vest."
conclusions, but they had to revise them
Dear ones, it is to you that this call
again and again, and then they must fi- comes.
What will you do to help to
nally submit, saying, " W e do not know!" make it possible for new recruits to go
Thousands of
Well, dear ones, what has God to do forth to fill up the gaps?
for me and you at the very end, as we lovely homesteads have been destroyed
must believe, of this dispensation to be- in the line of battle in Europe, what will
stir ourselves for a fitness, for an equip- you give as a thank offering to God bement in the Holy Ghost, for a readiness cause your dear home was not so unforfor the great battle call, to give all for tunately situated?
Jesus and His precious loving cause
Dear ones, let us make the year 1913
I have just read the report of the a record breaker in the history of our
May the very spirit of Jesus
death of the wife of a young missionary church.
in North Rhodesia, Africa, who had just be compelling us on into divine enthusispent a little over two years in that asm undertaking great things for God.
needy field: and on last Saturday we at- Lately one of our young men whom
tended the funeral of Sister H. Sherley God has called to labor for Him in givwho had given over four years for Africa ing the Gospel to his people wrote us a
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very touching letter, saying, The people that that work must on that account reof this place have been accustomed to main shut down.
cold food: please pray for them that they
We made two trips to some of our out
will get stirre'd up so that they will relish stations during the week and were enhot food."
The Lord has done much for couraged in our toil for the Master.
this dear brother and we praise God for They seemed to be pleased to have us
giving him the light on holiness and come to minister to them in spiritual
sanctification.
Sometime ago he said things and those who have been baptized
he used to fight against Jesus, meaning seem to be finding joy in the Lord's serthat he was unwilling to fully conse- vice.
crate himself to God and go all the way
There is a nice number in the inquiry
to the cross to be crucified with Christ,
class some of whom are giving evidence
adding that he had now stopped fighting
of having found the Savior. We had a speagainst Jesus.
We are so glad for his
cial time of blessing last Sunday as the
clean life. Dear ones, pray for him that
truth of holiness was pressed upon our
he may always retain his present humble
hearers.
Some responded when the alspirit.
tar call was made.
Dear ones, pray esWe are so thankful that God is heav- pecially for these.
ing our prayer in giving us a few sair.Yours in His joyful service
ples of His grace so that the many forIsaac and Alice Lehman.
mal church members may see that there
is a far better way.
We find it just the
same among our native people as among
FROM AFRICA TO AMERICA.
white people; there are only a few who
are willing to go all the way to she
cross
The majority seek the way that
Keniliworth Castle,
is pleasing to the fiesh and the devil.
Mid-ocean
The way of the cross is not much preachJan. 9, 1916.
ed in these cold, materialistic days. They
say it is too narrow, it costs too much. Dear readers of the VISITOR:
Consequently we find here as well as in
Perhaps some are not aware that a
the home land they seek an easier way furlough is due Sr. Engle and myself.
more pleasing to the flesh. By the help From the above heading you will see
of God we have taken the way of the that we are sailing across the great
cross, and are doing our little share of deep.
keeping that thought before our hearers,
We left Bulawayo Dec. 29, and arrivand, as we have said above some are beed at Cape Town, Jan, 1. 1916. about 9
ginning to appreciate the burden of our
a. m. having just enough time to go
heart.
to the American Consulate for passports,
On last Tuesday we paid a hurried then to the boat which was due to sail
visit to inspect the mission buildings at 1 p. m. but was delayed and did not
where Bro. J. It. Eysters were engaged leave the docks until after 4 P. M. Then
in mission work before returning to U. as.the train from Johannesburg with
S.'A. on furlough.
Just at about that mail and passengers was late we anchortime, (a few months later) that mission ed in the bay waiting till they arrived
We sailed
had to be completely closed down, as the which was about 8 o'clock.
mine stopped operations and all the na- from Cape Town about 9 p. m. We have
tives were removed, and therefore the had very smooth sailing thus far and
mission was closed.
We have let the very pleasant weather.
We certainlv praise God for His guidmission dwelling and go out occasionally
to inspect the property.
Lately as we ance and protection thus far: We know
made inquiry as to the possibility of the there is much danger in traveling at
mine reopening we were told it is very present but we are trusting the One who
likely that it will not restart until hos- never leaves nor forsakes His children.
tilities cease in Europe.
We are sorry Praise His name for the sweet common-
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ion we have with Him, and the sweet of salt thus adding to their amount.
peace within.
There were 425 people present. 200 were
One looks into* the faces of
We are glad to report that we left the children.
workers at Matopo Mission in usual these people who have gathered into the
health.
Some had not been so well but church, and as the message of God's
great love is delivered you wonder just
were better at our leaving.
Up until the time we left there had how much they really understand. Many
been but very little rain, the sun was of them never come only on this day,
It is our
hot and trying on one's health.
We only coming for the salt.
hope that ere this they are having the prayer that as they sit under the sound
of the Gospel some part of the message
much needed rain.
. The work is especially heavy at pre- may linger with them and be the means
sent as, in connection with the usual of their salvation.
spring duties the building for the EvanLet us pray much for them.
gelist School is in progress.
This year's term of school closed on Feb, 4. 1916.
At home.
Praise God for His great
Dec. 15.
I may say it has been an interesting year, tho' not without tests and love and protection, bringing us safely
We arrived at London, Jan 21,
disappointments, but these all help to home.
make the encouraging side the sweeter. and took the train from there to LiverHere we spent the night at a
We were especially encouraged with the pool.
We first had to regissmall boys and girls from the kraals tak- hotel, the 22nd,
ing more interest in school and attend- ter at the police station as we were not
From there we went
ing quite regularly in the morning. The British subjects.
darkness in their homes is so dense, so to the S. S. office and learned that the
much sin and so little to encourage go- St. Louis S. S. was sailing that day. We
ing to school that unless their desire is had just enough time to book our passkeen for learning it is difficult to get age and get our luggage to the landing
where the boat was.
As usual the boat
them to attend regularly.
Altogether during the year there were was late in sailing and we did not leave
forty boarders here in school.
These until evening.
The voyage across the North Atlantic
with few exceptions seemed interested
in their school work, with some there was very rough, nearly all the passengWe arrived at New
was not the desire for the Lord we would ers were seasick.
like to have seen.
We endeavored to York Jan. 31, grateful indeed for safe
We had some cold weather out
teach them the way of life and God's arrival.
Spirit was faithful in drawing, but un- at sea and were surprised to find the
less they are or will be, willing to ac- weather so mild when we landed at New
cept the Light they will not be saved. York.
We left the boat about 4 p. m. passThe last week of school we had special
meetings. The Lord was present in con- ed customs at once and by 5.30 p. m.
We were
victing souls, and those who were will- were on the train for home.
ing to obey received definite help.
We permitted to travel together as far as
are glad there were some, but we desire Columbus, 0., where I left Sr. Engle, she
to see many more.
It is hard to see going on to St. Louis, good connections
I arrived at Dayton
them leave school and go out into their all along the way.
darkened homes without really knowing Feb. 1, at 11.30 a. m.. having traveled
We had no
the Lord.
We endeavor to sow the seed every day since Dec. 29.
delay thus getting home before our
and must leave results with the Lord.
Praise God
Christmas services were well attend- friends were expecting us.
ed: as usual each received a enp of salt. for His faithfulness to His children.
They were mostly women and children,
I praise God for having been permitnot so many men.
ted to spend these years in His service,
On this day the mothers and grand- and it is my heart's desire that I may be
mothers bring all the little children they much benefited by my coming home both
can find as each child receives a half cup physically and spiritually, and be spar-
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OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.
THE CHILDREN'S SPHERE.
Perhaps the editor of the EVANGELICAL VISITOR will allow me a little
place on the Young Peoples* Page to
have a little talk with the children in
the homes of the Brethren.
For a long
time I have been thinking of you dear
children thinking of your homes, your
peaceful and quiet surroundings, your
privileges and blessings!
Have you
ever tho't of them and tried to think of
them all?
You have all heard of the
sad. sad war in Europe and of the people
fleeing to places of safetv. Of the manv,
many, little children falling by the wav,
starving losing their parents, their
friends, their all.
Left alone to suffer
and perish!
We will never know all
about these thousands of suffering ones,
but we can think of them, and think
often.
Thev have lost everything.
All their
little treasures, home, father and mother,
brothers and sisters, all scattered or perhaps some of them suffering with them.
What about all your treasures? Is vonr
heart set upon them?
How often do
you deny yourself, when vou have a few
pennies and so to suend them for some
of those lovely candies vou saw at the
store ?
Do vou ever think of the starving. dving. thousands?
Perhaos von do.
I think I am safe in savins:, that her<> in
Africa where we live everv school ch'ld
gives of their savines to help some needv
ones.
The little girls knit and sew and
make earments to help comfort the sad
and distressed ones.
Everv week there
are gre^.t street collections made in their
town to lisrhten the burden of distress
and need occasioned bv war.
Youns:
girls and children, as well as ladies, so
about the streets shaking their money
ed to return to the work in God's own
time.
Continue to w a v for the work that
souls may find Jesus.
Your Sister in Christ.
Mary E. Heisey.
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boxes in front of the people surging to
and fro. Some are so in earnest they
stand right in front of the people barring the way until an offering is slipped
into the little money box.
Then the
giver gets a little paper flag or paper
with the name of the special fund printed on it, to be worn by the giver to
show that an offering has been given.
Sometimes liberal people have a number
of these little flags pinned to the coat.
The nation is at war and its people must
be awake and alert on every line. Their
hearts are enlarged: their sympathies go
out to the suffering ones.
There is blessing in forgetting ourselves and our selfish interests.
Leaving off for a little time the gathering
of more and more of this world's goods
and treasures while we think of others.
Is it not a privilege and a pleasure to be
able to help on a little?
Ave!
The peoples of these warring
nations are giving more than mere
trifles more than the little things they
can easily get along without.
Thousands, yes millions, of children have said
good bye to fathers and brothers, wives
to husbands and maidens to lovers, who
go forth to die for their country, an!
many little boys are anxious to go into
the battle too.
Great armies of women
and girls go, forsaking all, and serve as
nurses, or in any capacity they can be
useful.
Home, possessions, pleasures
and even life itself matters little now.
They are in earnest about the cause thev
represent.
They are living, working,
dying for a great cause.
Now dear ones I want you to think!
There is truly only ONE GREAT
CAUSE: The cause of Christ!
Ask
yourselves what you can do to help in
the Battles, not of the warring nations,
but in the Battles against the hosts of
sin, against the powers of darkness. If
others do so much for their country.
What will you do for your Lord Jesus?
Would you not all like to do something
for Jesus?
I would like putting it to
a test.
How many of our children are
anxious to do something?
To take the
first step in working together?
Will
you help me in knowing?
First, it would be interesting to know
how many children there are in the
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homes of our people between the ages
of 3 years to 15 years.
Second, how
many will be workers together with
Him, and do a little to help on the cause
of Jesus in a united effort this New Year.
We can have these two questions answered nicely if one or two of you older
ones in each district will count the children in your district then drop a line
stating simply number of children in
your district; 2nd. the number wishing
to be Workers together with Jesus. We
hope the editor will welcome this little
effort so please all be prompt.
No time
should be lost!
Time is fleeting and we must be acting
You do not want the children of other
lands to put you to shame in their work
for their country.
Our country (the
Heavenly city) is ever abiding.
Our
Kingdom not of this world! Our efforts
should be greater.
In the next paper
we hope to suggest some little plans for
action.
In Jesus,
Alice Lehman.
.JuhliamieskDrg, South Africa.
GOD'S CALL TO LABOR.
1IT. CARMEI, ORPHAXKiE, 1IOHHISOX.
II. I,.
Jan. 8. 1916.
To the dear readers of the VISITOR :—
Greeting: " I called upon the Lord in distress: the Lord answered me. and set me
in a large place" (Psa. 118: 5).
When
I look about me and see the field of labor
the Lord has called us to. I can truly
say. The Lord has set us in a large place.
I have been impressed for some time
that I should write for the VISITOR, and
tell something of our experience and
leadings.
So this morning I will try
and write a few lines, as God may give
me grace and liberty.
First. I want to praise God for victory
in my soul; and for the real joy. peace
and satisfaction I find in His service
since I have surrendered my all to Him.
I am glad that when we open our he®"t3
to God for light He makes His will plain
to us.
When I look back over my past
experience and see how rebellious I was
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when the Lord was leading me on to better things, how I halted and stumbled
over little confessions and little demands that God made of me, I must wonder that He had patience with me. But
He showed me that I couldn't find peace
with Him unless I took the Bible route,
and when I took that way, thank God.
the victory came.
But still I realized
a lack in my soul, and I went to God
again because I knew He had it for me;
then I could say with the poet,
"For His peace flowed o'er me like a
river,
When the Lord sanctified me."
I'm glad I can still say I have that
peace in my soul.
"Take the world but give me Jesus,
"All its joys are but a name;
But His love abideth ever.
Through eternal years the same."
Then it wasn't long until the Lord began laying Orphanage work on our
hearts.
No doubt some of you will remember that in the August 23, 1915.
number of the VISITOR there was an appeal for a man and wife to come to the
Mt. Carmel Orphanage.
When we read
it we were convicted that that was the
place for us. and as time went on conviction deepened: then we began asking God about it.
We asked the Lord
to take the thoughts away if they were
not of Him and if they were of Him. He
should deepen them, and then it got
real heavy on us. and we felt sure they
were of the Lord.
But even then we
felt, like Gideon of old. that we wanted
to be doubly sure, so we made another
test by asking God to reveal it to others
if it was His will, and to our surprise
God, through His Spirit, had revealed it
to about ten others.
Thank God for
the faithfulness of His Spirit.
It was truly wonderful the way the
Lord opened up the way for us to go.
He gave us real joy in fulfilling His will.
It means lots to give up home and
friends and those that are near and dear
by the ties of nature and go out into a
life of faith, but we know God's grace is
sufficient, and He has promised to supply
all our needs.
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We left Pleasant Hill, Ohio, Friday I read the words of the question that had
night, Dee. 17, 1915, with joy in our been raised in reference to the work at
hearts, not because of the fact that we Moretown Center, Mich., as to whether
were leaving home, but because we or not it was worthy of our support. The
knew we were fulfilling God's will.
words remained in my mind, and a great
We stopped at the Chicago Mission many other tho'ts which I will not give
over Sunday, and were surely glad to here, Bro. Lvons made mention of some
meet with the dear ones there.
We ar- of the good done by our faithful workrived at the Mt. Carmel Home about 8 ers, and we truly feel to praise God f o r
o'clock Tuesday evening, Dec. 21, and the good that was done by them the last
were glad to get to our destination. We few years.
truly thank God for the love He gives
We are glad to see some of the young
us for the work He has called us to, and take a stand for the right, and we hope
for the contentment we feel, although and pray that the work may not be hinwe have different surroundings than we dered by not having a leader.
We hope
were ever used to before.
some man of God may respond to the call
There are at present sixteen children and continue the good work and be the
here, ranging in age from 3 to 18 years, means of gathering many more precious
besides four workers and the School- souls into the fold of Christ.
teacher, making twenty-one of us in all. Especially was I deeply impressed last
Quite a large family to live in a thirteen fall when a dear young soul passed away
room house, and it is not especially ar- shortly after the special meetings at that
place.
I had heard of her conversion,
ranged for an Orphanage.
The washing for this large family is but was anxious to know, so inquired,
done in the kitchen which is not more and learned that she had a bright conthan ten by eighteen feet, and only a version. and a triumphant departure inIt was such a joy
shell of a building at that.
There is to the glorv world.
sometimes ice on the floor all day. But and satisfaction to know all is well: and
we are enxiously looking forward to the as I tho't of the great change I felt that
time when we can have a new Orphan- surelv it has been worth the efforts put
age building which we believe is God's forth for even one soul who has safely
landed on the other shore.
will that we should have.
It is not so much a matter of dollars
We see great opportunity of enlarging
the work for we have frequent calls to and cents, or some earthly fortune to be
take children, and it makes us feel sad gained, that the question should arise.
to have to turn them away.
We realize But it is a matter of precious souls to be
and, bv working
too that while the children are young fed and encouraged
I do
and tender is the time to win them to together, win others to the fold.
Christ.
So we ask an interest in all not feel to censure the questioner, but
your prayers that God may have His way could thev see the situation as it is. I
in this work.
We would also especi- feel confident they would not question
ally ask that you pray for us as workers about it but join in to help build up the
work even by their pravers mingled
that God may keep us true to Him.
with faith, because for the want of a
Yours in His Services,
leader with them, the work has greatly
Bro. Harvey and Sr. Elizabeth Hoke. suffered there and in other places in
years gone by.
Perhaps it mav not seem in place for
A SISTER'S PLEA.
me to write on this matter as we do not
get to Moretown much to attend serDear renders of the VISITOR:
vices which is our nearest place of worGreeting in the precious name of Je- ship among the Brethren.
sus.
But being so far from our own church
I have read the "Call from Michieran." privileges we feel keenly the loss of
by Bro. Jonathan Lyons, in the VISITOR Christian fellowship.
of Jan. 24. I felt greatly moved when
More especially do I miss these privi-
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leges for our children, as I wish so often
8. Matt. 28: 19, 20; Mark 16: 15
that we could take them to the House of Matt. 10: 7.
Prayer among the plain people whom
9. Paul's first journey, Acts 13:
the Lord has led out, as we believe it to
14;
second, Acts 15: 18; third, Acts
be the best and surest way to be free
18:20.
from everything worldly as the Bible
10. Mission work pays because
teaches us.
And as I think of my own dear breth- people who were formerly filthy,
ren and sisters and their families, and so miserable and wicked are made
my heart goes out for the little flock at clean, happy and righteous.
Moretown Center, as well as at other
places.
So let us be hopeful and prayerful that
SUBSCRIPTION CREDITS,
the Lord may send help and fill the vacant place, and as we pray may we have
grace to help answer our own prayers by
(Continued from page 1.)
giving and helping the cause in any Ebersole, S. D. Barnhart. Craten Bitner,
way.
Solomon Fretz. Levi Winger. Mrs, Levi
We ask your prayers that we may be Bomberger, J. L. Heisey, Mrs. B. L.
more useful, and that the Lord may have Krieder. Henry D. Books, J. D. Books.
His way with us whereever we are. We Jacob Funk, Wm. Mickey, Alice Stoner,
want to be faithful in the little things. Lizzie L. Heisey. Alice Hamilton, Alice
God's promises are grand and true, and Gayman, Harry C. Longenecker, Walter
we feel to rest in Him and leave all to Smith, J. H. Smith. Christina Beam, John
His care and keeping.
A. Nigh. Herbert Bates, Mrs. B. M. Byer.
Your sister in His service.
Mrs. P. G. Garber, M. Hodel, Ab'm BechMalinda Taylor. tel, J. C. Dick, Rebecca Miller, L. S.
1 in In > City, Mich.
Hoke. G. C. Cress, Peter Storm, E. N.
Diehl. Eliab Wenger. John Mackey, Mrs.
Albert Burkholder. Mrs. David Thomas,
ANSWERS TO MISSIONARY
Mary A. Hoover, -Jacob -George, J. R.
QUESTIONS.
Cober, John L. Snoke, Jos. L. Musser.
Philip Dice. M. H. Oberholser, Emma
f.eKNitii I.
Carbaugh. -Bethel Home. 0. Bittinger,
1. A missionary is a person Simon Baker, S. S. Burkholder, Edna Faswhom God has sent to preach the ick. H. L. Trump. J. K. Bowers. E. W.
Tyson, H. Hunsberger. John Tyson, Sam'l
gospel.
Poiey. Leah Brown, S. G, Myers. Hein2. Mission work is necessary be- rieh
Seibert, Alice M. Zigler, Mrs, Tobias
cause without Christ people are mis- Martin and benevolent. Wm. F. Miller,
erable in this life and in the life to C. Hawbaker. Wm. Mell, Henry L.
Kreider. H. R. Davidson. Elizabeth Selcome.
3. Without Christ the heathen lers. C. M. Christenson, F. D. Brown. Sirs.
John Dornbach.

are lost. Psalms 9: 17; Acts 4: 12:
4. Joseph. Moses, Jonah, Isaiah.
5. Moses said, "Here am I." Ex.
A SPECIAL WORD.
3: 4; Isaiah said, "Here am I, send
me." Isa. 6: 8.
6. Christ did mission work. Matt.
On account of trouble with the
4:17; Mark 2: 2.
typesetting machine this issue is a
7. Christ told His disciples to little late.
Our space was all too
tarry at Jerusalem till they were en- small to get all the matter in that
dued with power from on high, Luke we intended to. The writers must
24: 49.
be a little patient.

TIME* D E A T H AND
ETERNITY,
R E A D E R : Thy dme on earth is
short.
The dosing year, each setting
sun, each tick of the clock, is shortening
thy days on earth, and swiftly, silently,
but surely carrying thee on—on to
E T E R N I T Y and to God.
The year,
the day, the hour, the moment will arrive that will close thy life on earth, and
begin thy song in Heaven, or thy wail in
HelL
No future hour shall come to
bring thee back to earth again, thou art
there forever for E T E R N I T Y .
Today thy feet stand on Time's sinking sand; To-morrow the footprints remain, but thou art gone—-where? Into
ETERNITY.
Today thy hands are busy at work,
thine eyes are beholding, thy mind is
thinking, thou art planing for the future. To-morrow all is still; the folded
arm, the closed eye remain, but thou art
gone—gone to E T E R N I T Y .
Others
were once busy as thou art; they are
gone—gone to Eternity.
The merry
voice, the painted clown, the talented
artist, whose presence made the theatre
and the pantomime an attraction for
thee, are gone; they are removed far
from the region of fiction to that reality—the reality of Eternity.
The
shrewd merchant whose voice was so
familiar to thee on the crowded Exchange is hushed, he buys and sells no
more—he has entered Eternity.
And, reader, thine own turn to enter
Eternity will shortly come.
Ask thy-

self honestly, "Am i prepared tor Eternity." Give thy conscience time to answer; listen, it speaks to thee today.
Drown not its voice lest it speak to thee
o o more. Let the Heaven and the Hell
of the future stand before thee in all
their reality; one of these must be thine
Eternal dwelling place, and today is the
time to make thy choice.
To-morrow
may be too late—one day behind time.
Which art thou living for?
Which art
thou travelling to?
To go from the haunts of sin, debauchery and vice to the presence of
God and the Lamb—impossible; from
the crowd of the condemned, and the
race for gold and gain, to the song of
the redeemed, and the crown of glory.
No, never'
Except a man be born
again he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Reader, hast thou been born again ? 3 f
so, well; but if not, the horrors of an
Eternal Hell are awaiting thee and today thou art nearer its unquenchable
dame than thou hast ever been before.
Halt! Why will you meet God with
an unsaved soul ?
He wills it not. Today He pleads.
Turn ye, why will ye
die?
"Time's sun is fast setting, its twilight u nigh.
Its evening is failing in clouds o'er the sky,
Its shadows are stretching in ominous gloom.
Then haste, sinner haste, there's mercy for thee
And wrath is preparing—flee lingerer, fiee!"
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